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1 Introduktion 

The Free-Cap is a new type of EEG-Cap, which uses water (saline) as conductive. The 
electrodes are mounted into a holder together with a special sponge-like material, which 
slowly releases water to the scalp. This leads to excellent impedances in a short time with-
out much scratching and painful procedure. The use of this EEG-Cap is primarily provided 
in the area of neurofeedback. However, the clinical EEG can be deduced in the same way. 
It allows to work with 1 - 19 electrodes and ear clips or mastoid electrodes 

1.1 Getting started with the Free-Cap 

1. Apply saline onto the sponge until it is well saturated and the sponge size has increased 
to it´s maximum. Never put the whole cap into water.  

2. Put the Free-Cap onto your client’s head 
3. Now use a wooden ear bud and make sure there is no hair underneath the sponge. At 

least you need a little spot hat connects skin and sponge.  
4. Check impedance or check your signal. 
5. Impedance goes down if you but a little pressure onto the sensor holder, sometimes 

other tricks help to improve signal quality 
6. Use a little bit of abrasive – Nuprep or One-Step works well. It reduces impedance im-

mediately and is not seen on the scalp or hair after removing the cap 
7. Please consider that your Free-Cap is very flexible. You can move sensors around if 

you think they are on the wrong spot. It takes care of the many different head shapes, 
but always keep the 10-20-System in your mind! We also offer a head model that helps 
you calibrate your Free-Cap after several uses 

8. Mastoid electrodes should be always on the mastoid! Please put the 5 hole string holder 
back into his previous position when you removed the cap. Whenever you put the cap 
onto your client´s head make sure the 5 hole string holder is below the earlobe and not 
above 

1.1.1 Sponge Care 

• The sponge pads usually are in service for a long time, but a new sponge is always 
better 

• you can take the sponge out and leave in for a while in 70 % Alcohol this makes it sterile, 
squeeze, soak, squeeze several times so that the pores of the sponge get also cleaner. 

• let it dry and compress it and put the dry sponge back into the holder. You can redo this 
several times but after a while you will see that good impedances are harder to get, so 
this is the time to change sponges or even electrodes 

1.1.2 Electrode Care 

• thanks to the holders your electrodes don't need much care. 

• however – after a while you will experience after a while it takes more time to get good 
signals and there is a longer time of drift until the signal gets clearer. After about one 
year your electrodes should be replaced. 

• You need not to dry the electrodes as the sponges release their humidity quite fast when 
not in use for EEG.  

• Clean the electrodes carefully and immediately after use (if the gel is still soft) by hand 
in warm water 

• Carefully dry the electrodes with soft paper towels (kitchen paper, etc.) and store the 
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electrodes in a dry, dark place 

• Do not use aggressive soap or the like, do not allow the pellets to come into contact 
with metal 

• Do not pull the electrodes out by the flat cable (hold the electrodes to the housing) 

• Do not allow water or gel to touch the connector. 

• If a plug is soiled with gel or salt water, it should first be rinsed with distilled water, then 
with alcohol (ethanol), and finally dried completely before being put back into service. 
After the electrodes have been connected, it takes a while for the electrode-gel-skin 
interface chemical reactions to reach a stable equilibrium. It usually takes about 5 
minutes to get baseline drift and noise at a low level. A faster adjustment of the electrode 
can be achieved by placing it in water about 15 minutes before use / measurement. 
During these 15 minutes, the salt water is absorbed into the Ag / AgCl pellet, causing 
the pellet to take better chemical contact with the gel. Please note that the longer the 
electrodes remain in the water, the longer it will take for the water to evaporate, which 
in turn will cause the Ag / AgCl pellet to accelerate more rapidly 

• The 25-pin connector plug must be kept absolutely free of water or gel. If a plug is soiled 
with water, it can´t be used until it is absolutely dry.  

• After the electrodes have been connected, it takes a while for the electrode-gel-skin 
interface chemical reactions to reach a stable equilibrium. It usually takes about 5 
minutes to get baseline drift and noise at a low level. A faster adjustment of the electrode 
can be achieved by placing it in water about 15 minutes before use / measurement. 
During these 15 minutes, the salt water is absorbed into the Ag/AgCl pellet, causing the 
pellet to take better chemical contact. Please note that the longer the electrodes remain 
in the water, the longer it will take for the water to evaporate, which in turn will cause 
the Ag/AgCl pellet to accelerate more rapidly. 

1.1.3 Storage 

• Do not store the electrodes in a metal box! In general, you should prevent the elec-
trodes from getting in contact with metallic objects, as they promote the contamina-
tion of the Ag/AgCl pellets with "foreign" metal particles (more noise).  

• When the Ag / AgCl electrode is exposed to light, it also favors material deterioration. 
Protect the electrodes from direct sunlight and bright light sources when not in use.  

• Also, do not store the electrodes in an air-tight container. The best way is to keep 
the electrodes wrapped in paper towels in a cardboard box, or to hang them in a 
dark place. 

1.1.4 Malfunction 

• If an electrode does not work as described, try the following: Soak the electrodes in 
water with salt (about 1 teaspoon per quarter liter, please use a non-metallic bowl) 

1.1.5 High noise electrodes  

• If, despite the best preparation, the electrodes still do not give a clean signal, this usually 
means that your electrodes have reached the end of their functional capacity 

•  You can delay the replacement of the electrode a little by soaking it in salted water for 
about an hour before using it for a measurement. This soaking process often causes 
the electrodes to show less noise again.  

• As a last resort, you can try to polish the electrode surface with 600 grit (or higher) 
sandpaper. Use small, gentle circular movements no more than 2-3 times in the same 
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place to remove a very thin layer on the entire surface. 

1.1.6 Lifespan (durability) 

• Ag/AgCl sintered electrodes have a limited life expectancy. This is due to various pro-
cesses such as corrosion, the dissolution of the chloride in the pellets and the wear of 
the pellets during the cleaning process.  

• After about 200 measurements, the color of the pellets changes from gray / brown (silver 
chloride) to silver as the chloride disappears. The silver chloride dissolves slowly in the 
gel and water during the cleaning process. As a result, only silver remains. The resulting 
silver electrode has much higher drift and noise than the original Ag/AgCl electrode, 
forcing you to renew your electrode set. 

1.1.7 Cleaning the Free CAP 

• The silver / silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) sintered electrodes behave al little bit like sponges, 
absorbing water and electrode gel. The deeper the water and gel has penetrated the 
electrode, the longer it takes for the water to evaporate. As long as the electrodes are 
wet, the corrosion process is present. The corrosion process will in the long run make 
the electrodes noisier. For this reason, letting them dry after using is a good advice to 
kepp the electrode in service.  

1.1.8 If you use the Free CAP with Gel 

• Use warm tap water to rinse the gel off the electrodes (make sure the plug stays dry). 
Warm water (up to 40 degrees Celsius) will dilute the gel faster. Use a soft brush to 
remove any traces of the gel, only if absolutely necessary. Dry the electrodes gently 
with a paper towel. Hang these on to dry. Only use mild soap if water alone is not enough 
to clean the electrodes. Do not allow the electrodes to dry before they have been 
cleaned. As the electrodes dry with gel, salt, or minerals, the cleaning process takes 
longer, is more laborious, and causes the electrodes to become dirty or corrode faster. 

1.1.9 Free CAP Care  

• the cap has rubber strings and you need to pull carefully to provide them a long life. 
don’t pull abruptly, 

• always pull these gently and slowly into vertical direction never in a horizontal direction 
against sharp edges of the 5-hole string holder let´s say in a 90-degree angle. This is a 
mechanical stress for the rubber string and you will experience sooner that the string 
can tear apart. 

1.1.10 Positioning the electrodes 

We found out that especially beginners love to use it as those positions like P3 and P4 or 
F3 and F4 are now very easy to locate. One size cap fits to many different head shapes 
and sizes. But the flexibility has a price. After some uses you need to have it set back to 
default. Use your foam head or any other head as a reference for calibrating your cap to 
make sure all the positions are at the right place. It´s always good to keep the proper posi-
tions in mind. And of course, you will love the flexibility the rubber strings give you. Some 
heads do not fit into the standard model, but as you can pull the strings individual and also 
place the sensors individually hardly any head is manageable. 
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2 FAQ 

2.1 Ear clips or Mastoid placement? 

The Free-Cap per default comes with electrode holders on the mastoid position. But you 
can of course use our new ear clips which work with the same electrodes. Also, we rede-
signed our ear clips so that the pressure can be adjusted. They are extremely light weighted 
and you hardly can perceive them on the earlobes. 

Ear clips are recommended when you see a lot of ECG in the EEG. 

2.2 Chin straps or chest belt? 

Our chin straps are usually very comfortable, but sometimes a chest belt is better. Our 
universal chest belt just uses Velcro band, is very flexible and makes wearing of the cap 
very comfortable too. People with a very sensitive neck or skin prefer the chest belt. 

2.3 Specials about saline? 

Do you need to add saline to the sensor sponge after you have soaked the entire cap in 
saline? Do you also need to prep the scalp under each sensor or is the saline enough? Also 
how much water should be added to one salt tablet?” 

You do not need to do this with all electrodes. There are sometimes positions where the 
skin really needs some preparation as saline cannot go through oil on the skin. Only very 
little abrasive on the tip of a wooden cotton stick is usually enough. Also, sometimes your 
sponge may have not have been wet enough. Just spray some water onto the sponge or 
use a syringe with a blunt needle and inject some salt water you can also do this from above 
by injecting water beneath the rubber string. But a water spray works very well to provide 
you with good signal quality. 

Please take about 5-8 pills from the salt tablets and solve them in water. After they solved 
in the water (quarter of a liter or a half liter, depending on what you use to put the Free-Cap 
in  The best is to use 0.9% NaCl from Braun.  

2.4 Repairing your Free-Cap – Maintenance 

2.4.1 Repairing the Electrodes 

It´s possible to replace electrodes by soldering. It´s not difficult to do this. But you need 
some basic gear:  

• If you have a cracked electrode cable you just need a soldering Iron, some soldering 
tin, a shrinkable tubing, and a hairdryer.  

• If your electrode cable shows no signs of being cracked then the crack can be invisible 
inside the isolation of the cable. In this case you have to measure the conduction of the 
whole cable and find out where the crack is located.  It´s possible with a little training to 
do this. Some of our models allow to replace by plug and play, but we found that the 
plugs can become disconnected easily and so we not produce those models any longer.  
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2.4.2 Replacing the rubber cord 

If a rubber cord rips it´s easy to replace it. If you do this the first time make photos of the 
correct string running. Then you take a new string and cut long tips on the end. This long 
tip allows you to thread more easily and if you use a little bit of baby powder it´s very easy.  

2.4.3 Replacing the sponges 

There is no real rule for when you need to replace the sponges. Newer sponges usually 
give you faster a better impedance. Please only replace when the everything is dry. A wet 
sponge is difficult to replace. 
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3 Contact 

Please join the Free-Cap-User-Group on Facebook to see more reviews and news.  

 

Here  are also some videos for further instructions: 
 
https://youtu.be/fmDig2ELhk4 
https://youtu.be/19-yf42kT1c 
https://youtu.be/T2yvr_cHgtc 

 

Purchasing the Free-Cap: 

https://www.neurofeedback-partner.de/product_info.php?info=p199_free-cap-19-channel-
sintered-silver-silver-chloride-eeg-cap.html 
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